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Accountability Dashboard

- Key performance indicators
- Trends & benchmarks
- Interactive
Outline

- Dashboard demonstration
  - How to use the dashboard
  - Demonstrate on a few measures
- Summary of overall performance
- Q&A
Dashboard Demonstration
Keep in Mind

● Institution’s unique missions

● Trends over time

● Answers lead to more questions
Outline

● Dashboard demonstration
  o How to use the dashboard
  o Demonstrate on a few measures

● Summary of overall performance

● Q&A
Summary of Performance

Challenges

- Equity gaps
- Unmet financial need
- Faculty compensation
- Higher education enrollment in Wisconsin
Students Enrolled in Wisconsin Higher Education

*2014 data are preliminary.
All Students Enrolled by Sector

*2014 data are preliminary. **Private institutions include two tribal colleges.
Summary of Performance

Good News

- Enrollments
- Retention and graduation rates
- Degrees
- Cost of attendance
- Student participation and college experience
Good News, part 2

- Employee diversity
- Administrative spending
- Research funding
- Degrees in STEM and Health
- Alumni in Wisconsin
Outline

● Dashboard demonstration
  o How to use the dashboard
  o Demonstrate on a few measures

● Summary of overall performance

● Q&A
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